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In 2011 husband and wife team, Jos and Heli Baker, 
identified a gap in UK retail market for a stationery brand 
that would excite and inspire children.

The Tinc brand was developed on the premise of 
inspiring children through creativity, and it was 
important to both Jos and Heli that their values for 
quality, fun products at responsible prices would live 
through the brand.

The vision was that Tinc would not just be about the 
product. It would have a personality, tone of voice and 
sense of innovation that would be brought alive through 
a tribe of characters and distinct core colours.

Today, Tinc is a strong, British brand that has grown into 
a global proposition. The values and vision have crossed 
continents successfully, inspiring individuals across the 
world.

THE HISTORY OF TINC





The authentic spirit of Tinc that Jos and Heli founded 
has drawn children and parents to the products and the 
brand. Tinc is committed to keeping is consistent while 
still innovating in a way that will ensure our customers 
feel part of the Tinc Tribe.

The leader of the Tinc world is Mr Tinc, who brought 
together a group of Tribes from all areas of the world to 
show children that diversity and individuality are what 
makes the world beautiful.

DELIVERING TINC



HUGGAS
THE

Huggas are green and live high up in bamboo 
trees. They’re furry and have big hands, they 
are called Huggas because they love to hug 
stuff! A Hugga will hug trees, other Huggas 
and anything else that comes into the Hugga 
village. Huggas are friendly, easy going, and 
tolerant. If something goes wrong in the 
village, all the Huggas will come together to 
talk about it and will then have a massive hug, 
which generally puts things right.

BE UNIQUE!

brighten up your world



TONKINS
THE

Tonkins are blue and live under water. They 
have jellyfish-like bodies and soft, tenticle-
like legs, which they use as hands. When 
required, Tonkins leg’s will morph together to 
form a gliding base. The gliding base helps 
them to move through the water and along 
the seabed without any effort. Tonkins will 
also sleep like this, which means they can be 
carried away by the current and wake up in 
exciting new places.

FUNCTIONAL 
AND DURABLE

FIND NEW ADVENTURES

fIND YOUR STYL
E



MALLOS
THE

Mallos are pink and live on soft, grassy islands 
in the sky. They love to be with their friends, 
and spend the day making their Mallo islands 
wonderful places to live. They are so filled with 
happiness they are practically weightless, which 
means they can move around effortlessly, flitting 
here and there to spend time with each other. 
Mallos love to share everything. They enjoy having 
sleepovers and getting together to have fun. They 
are soft, gentle creatures with big hearts.

BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL Great Gadgets

Cute and Cuddly



OOLOOS
THE

Ooloos are purple and are an eccentric 
bunch of wizarding folk who live on islands 
of water and ice, hidden amongst the clouds. 
Ooloos are worriers, something which stems 
mainly from the fact that their islands are not 
tethered to the clouds and so are constantly 
being buffeted across the sky to new 
locations.

EXPLORE YOUR CREATIVITY
Add a dash o

f magic



KRONKS
THE

Kronks are black and live in the Wild West. 
They have geometric, well-structured 
bodies and neatly formed hands. Kronks are 
inventors; they are incredible at making weird 
and wonderful mechanical things out of day-
to-day objects and scrap. When a Kronk has a 
new idea, it will jump up and shout “Kronker!” 
- to which all the other Kronks reply, “Kronk!”.

Fun and Practical

dISCOVER YO
UR TRIBE

get inventing



OJAYS
THE

Ojays are orange and live on searing hot 
volcanic islands miles away from the nearest 
strip of luscious green land. They are rough 
and tough, and their skin is made of thick 
orange rubber which protects them from the 
suns rays and the unrelenting heat. Despite 
their tough appearence, they are a very chilled 
bunch with kind hearts.

STand out from the crowd!

Walk on
 the wild side



No matter where in the world you come across Tinc, our 
designs and branding are instantly recognisable. Our 
classic, high quality products are timeless and robust, 
making them fashion forward, functional and durable. 
From water bottles that won’t leak to backpacks fit for 
even the toughest child’s adventures. 

Tinc’s ever expanding portfolio features a real diversity 
of product categories. Our multi award winning Advent 
Calendar is a perfect example of a brilliantly designed 
and executed product. The colour, handwriting, and 
feel and even smell make all Tinc products unique and 
clearly identifiable.

AUTHEN’TINC’ PRODUCT





Tinc store Salcombe, Devon



Tinc appeals to both children and adults with a sense of 
style and an appreciation for fun design and colour. No 
matter whether you are 4 or 44 Tinc products enable 
consumers to re-engage with the joys of making, 
learning and doing.

Tinc is available to customers across numerous retail 
formats, from department stores to supermarkets, 
bookstores to stationers as well as amusement parks, 
country stores and independent retailers. The profile 
of the range available in each format has been tailored 
to meet customers’ requirements, and consideration is 
given to colour, product type and price.

WHO IS THE TINC CUSTOMER?





WE ARE: WE AREN’T:
Friendly

Relaxed

Warmly Professional

Customer Orientated

Overly Familiar

Laid Back

Stiff and Formal

Pandering



What makes us stand out from the crowd? Breaking 
down our unique brand qualities into this pyramid helps 
us to visualise our purpose clearly and concisely.
We can use it as a foundation to steer every decision 
we make, from designing our product ranges, in store 
presence, and website.

TINC BRAND ARCHITECTURE



PRODUCT FEATURES & ATTRIBUTES:
Well made, innovative, brightly coloured products derived from Tinc Tribes. 

Dual functionality highlighted with scent and tactile properties.

ROLE IN CUSTOMERS LIVES:
Inspiring creativity in young and old through 

our fun yet functional products.

EMOTIONAL BENEFITS:
Giving children the sense of belonging to a Tinc 

tribe.

BRAND PERSONALITY:
Fun, innovative, social, aspirational.

OUR PURPOSE:
 Inspiring

individuals through
creativity. 



SPEAKING & WRITING ABOUT TINC

TINC’S TONE OF VOICE IS:
• Friendly

• Confident
• Casual

• Specific and to the point
• Helpful



Tinc aDVENT cALENDAR, 2018



TUNGSTEN • AaBbCc
Tungsten is a Tinc licensed font file that contains a range of different weights and 
variations. Tungsten is clear, legible, and corporate. It is used for a wide range of areas 
throughout the Tinc brand, such as POS, in store fixture branding, catalogues and product 
package.
However, Tungsten does not represent the creative side of the Tinc brand - it would NOT 
be used within the design of a product. Tungsten’s formal appearance also means that is 
is kept to a minimum within the Tinc website, as we want the customer experience to be 
full of creativity, fun and character.

TINC TYPFACE

The Tinc brand typeface has been carefully chosen to 
embody the Tinc tone of voice, which is fun, clear and 
casual.

KG InimiTable - AaBbCc
KG Inimitable is a downloaded, paid for font. It was originally used to create the Tinc Tinc’s 
logo due to its childlike appearance alongside the clarity of the letters.

Since it’s initial use, the font has become more widely used in customer facing aspects of 
the Tinc brand. It is the favourite font to use across website and social assets, as well as 
being featured on Tinc Amazon store.
The font is written using a mixture of lower case and capital letters. It is vital that this 
remains constant for each letter no matter where the font is displayed.

Lemon Yellow Sun - AaBbCc
Lemon Yellow Sun is  a font that is predominantly used on Tinc’s social media posts. It is 
clear (like Tungsten) however has a more fun, handwritten style. 
It is best to use this font when annotating social media photos, adding product descriptions 
and details.

Cabin - AaBbCc
Cabin is used on any descriptive text. You will find it in all brand assets such as leaflets, 
marketing/brand packs, and when required on POS. This font is also used across the Tinc 
website alongside KG Inimitable and Tungsten.





LOGO - As with product, the way Tinc looks and 
is presented to the customer communicates who 
we are. The Tinc logo and emblem are the clear 
identifying marks on our products. They should be sized 
appropriately and placed subtly.

COLOUR - Our colour palette is simple and bold. Staying 
true to the Tinc Pantones ensures the products sit 
together in clear colour statements. The Tinc Pantones 
relate to the tribal colours.

GRAPHICS - True Tinc designs incorporate the tribal 
characters, either into the graphics or on the products 
themselves.

COMMUNUCATION VISUALLY







Visual stimulation is key to customers’ engagement 
with the product. Whether the images are seen through 
brand photography or social media, Tinc’s personality 
shines through across all mediums.

PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY SHOULD BE:

• Colourful
• Simple
• Informative (e.g. highlighting product features.)
• Have accurate information
• Fun

PHOTOGRAPHIC STYLE



COME ON IN AND JOIN THE FUN



Tinc - Inspiring through creativity



Tinc Ltd. Unit 3, Leafield Way, Corsham, Wilts, SN13 9SW. 
www.tinc.co.uk


